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Abstract 
If  a  dynamic  model  assumes  parameters  constant  over  time,  then  the 
posterior  mean  (i.e.  the  mean  conditional  on  specific  values  of  these  para- 
meters)  is  relevant.  Since  parameters  are  unknown,  they  must  be  estimated. 
Sensitivity analysis quantifies  the effects  of  incorrectly  specified  values of 
the parameters.  If  these  effects  are  important  then additional  information  on 
the  parameters  might  be  collected;  otherwise  robust  solutions  are  to  be 
sought.  If  these  options  do  not  work  then  risk  analysis  can  quantify  the 
probability  of specific  outputs,  incorporating  the  probability distribution of 
the  estimated  parameters,  Sensitivity  analysis  changes  the  values  of  para- 
meters  systematically,  whereas  risk  analysis  samples  the  parameter  values. 
Simple queuing and econometric examples  illustrate  the two  approaches. 
64 Introduction 
The  present  note  was  prompted  by  a  discussion  I had  with  a  colleague 
involved  in  econometric  modeling,  He  was  contemplating  what  in  the  }~nagement 
Sience  jargon  would  be  called  "risk  analysis",  whereas  I  proposed  to  him  to 
perform  a  sensitivity  analysis  instead~  In  the  statistical  jargon  the  two 
approaches  concentrate  on  the  estimation  of  the  "prior"  mean  and  the  "poste- 
rior  ~ mean  respectively  (see  below), 
Exam la~euin  Simulation 
Let ~I  and Xp__ denote  stochastic  interarrival  time and service  time  respective- 
ly,  and  let Y  denote  waiting  time,  where  I  underline  stochastic  variables 
because  the  distinction  between  a  stochastic  variable  and  its  realization  or 
its distribution  characteristics  is  crucial  in this note.  Then: 
Y  = max(Yt_  + X2t  - X  1  0)  (i)  --t  i  t' 
Assume  further  that ~i  and ~2  are  mutually  independent  and  that ~i  (respectl- 
vely~  )  is  independently  sampled  from  an  exponential  distribution  with 
parameter %  (respectively  p  )o  The  simulation's  purpose  is  the  estimation 
of m  , the expected  value  (E)  of  the response  (~)  in the steady-state: 
=  E(Y  ) for  t + oo  (2) 
If the  simulation  program  is  succinctly  denoted  by  g  and  the vector of  random 
numbers  by r  , then to  is estimated  by 
---  g(X ,u ,£)  (3) 
!!i 
!!ii  i  iij 
~llthin a  specific  simulation  run %  is  a c_onstant  (and  so  is p  but  for simpli- 
city p  is not  discussed  explicitly  below). 
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Actual[y~  the  parameter  X  Is  not  known  with  certainty°  Suppose  ?,  IS 
estttnated  from  a  sample  of  n  independent  fnterarrival  times  .X|: 
^  ~I 
x_  =  ;  x_ltln  (4) 
i=l 
so  that 
^ 
var(~)  =  var(X_l)/n  (5) 
Because  of  the  Central  Limit  Theorem  I assume  normality  (N): 
2  2  var(_Xl)  (6)  ,-,  N(X  ,o l/n)  where  o 1  ~ 
Observe  that  If  no  data  on X I were  available,  then  eq.  (6)  would  be  replaced 
by a  subjective  probability  density. 
In  eq°  (2)  uo  is  now  interpreted  as  the  posterior  expectation 
of  Y  (t * ~)  i.e.  the  expectation  of  Y  conditional  on X,  and  the  prior 
e×pectatton  of Y  becomes,  say,  mp.  The  prior  mean top  is  estimated  by 
sampiing  X  from  a  distribution  like  eq.  (6)  with  estimated 
^  ^ 
~arameters  X  and a I  ;  see  Table  I.  In  Table  I  the  standard  error  of a_ is 
denoted  by s~;  for  the  computation  of  s  ^  in  autocorrelated  situations  see 
Flshman  ([978)  or  Kleljnen  (1975,  pp.  453-468).  Obviously,  the  prior  mean  is 
estimated  by 
~.o._  =  ~  w_.jlm 
j=l 
^ 
and  the  standard  err~r  of  ~n  is  the  square  root  off 
8d 
eX 
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;  gee 
an  is 
j= [ 
(8) 
TABLE  [ 
A 
Sampling  % 
^ 
Sample  %  co  (s  ^ E  s) 
oJ 
A 
1  X I  ~o I  (Sl) 
^  ~ 
2  k 2  ~" 2  (s2) 
^  A 
m  k  0o  (Sm)  m  m 
Note  that  instead  of  the  random  sampling  scheme  of  Table  I  other 
sampli,~g  schemes  could  be  used,  e.g.,  variance  reduction  can  be  realized  by 
expl,~Itlng  the  tort:elation  between  I  and co  using  control  variates;  see  Hopmans 
and  K]et]nen  (1980). 
¸¸6¸7 Before  proceeding  with  the  discussion  of  Table  I I  would  like  to  point 
out  that  this  discussion  also  applies  to  other  types  of  models°  In  the  Appen- 
di×  I  present  a  simplistic  econometric  model  (where  the  queuing  system's 
parameters  %  and  u  are  replaced  by  the  regression  parameters  ~)o  Iman  and 
Conover  (1980)  present  dynamic  groundwater-flow  models  for  radioactive  waste 
depositories  that  can  be  represented  concisely  as 
y =  h(Bl,..o 'Bk  )  (9) 
where  output  y  is  a  graph  y(t)  of  output  as  a  function  of  times  and  the  B~s 
are  constants  over  time;  from  (simulation)  run  to  run  these  "constants"  vary 
as  specified  by  their  density  functions°  Rice  and  Borison  (1981)  applied 
similar  techniques  for  the  cost  estimation  of  a  new  plant.  And  so  ono 
!vj,  at  F_? report_tp_±|Ty_ .set? 
Now  I get  to  the  crucial  issue:  what  kind  of  statements  is  relevant? 
(J)  Statisticians  like  Iman  and  Conover  report  the  estimated  j~rior mean 
(eq.  7). 
(ii)  Management  scientists  report  the  estimated  posterior  mean  since  their 
model  assumes  that  in  a  specific  situation  a  constant  %  will  holdo  More  speci- 
A 
flcaliy,  they  obtain  the  estimate  %  and  simulate  the  corresponding  00  through 
^ 
e~.  (3);  this ~0  corresponds  to a  single  row  in  Table  I. 
(Ill)  The  prudent  sc!entist  further  performs  a  sensitivit  I  analysis  slnce  he 
A 
rea{Izes  that  his  assumed  value  X  may  be  completely  wrong.  So  he  simulates  not 
A 
foe  a  single  value  ~  but  for  a  few  additional  values,  the  latter  values  being 
deturmJned  by  his  experimental  design;  such  designs  are  discussed  in  Kleijnen 
(1975).  The  experimental  design  enables  him  to  estimate  the  response  surface, 








After  having  valldated  this  response  surface  model  -see  Kleijnen  (1981)-  the 
analyst  knows  whether  the  response  is  sensitive  to  the  exact  value  of  %o  If 
much  sensitivity  e×[sts  then  he  may  try  to  obtain  additional  information 
on %  (increase  n  in eqo  6).  However,  getting  more  accurate  information  of % 
may  be  impossible°  (In  econometrics  information  is  restricted  to  a  given  time 
series°)  If  more  accurate  estimation  is  impossible,  he  may  look  for  queuing 
systems  (including  priority  rules)  that  are  not  very  sensitive  to  the  exact 
value  of %.  If  such  a  robust  solution  is  impossible,  the  scientist  has  to give 
"qua llffed  t'  recommendations;  e.g.  "if i  = X  0  then~  --~0  ;  if ;t changes by one 
unit  then ~  changes  by B|  +  2 B  2  units". 
[n  risk  analysis  the  probability  of  occurrence  of  certain  outcomes  is 
quantified,  using  all  rows  of  Table  [.  Note  that  the  statistical  literature  of 
e×perimental  design  specifies  which  combinations  of  factors  should  be  simula- 
ted°  However,  the  actual  levels  of  the  factors  are  to  be  specified  by  the 
^ 
user.  Here  the  variation  of %  -see  eq°  (5)-  can  be  used:  consider  as  extreme 
values,  say,  % __+  1.96  Ol/~/n. 
Com:  |  us  t on 
If  a  dynamic,  model  asst~nes  parameters  constant  over  time,  then  tile 
posteri~r  aean  (i.e.  the  mean  conditional  on  specific  values  of  these  para- 
,neters)  ts  relevant.  Since  parameters  are  unknown,  they  must  be  estimated. 
Sensttlvity  analysis  quantifies  the  effects  of  incorrectly  specified  values  of 
the  parameters°  If  these  effects  are  important  then  additional  information  on 
the  parameters  might  be  collected;  otherwise  robust  solutions  are  to  be 
sought.  If  tllese options  do  not  work  then  risk  analysis  can  quantify  the 
probability  of  specific  outputs,  incorporating  the  probability  distribution  of 
the  estimated  parameters.  Technically  speaking,  sensitivity  analysis  changes 
the  values  of  parameters  systematically,  whereas  risk  analysis  samples  the 
parameter  val,~s.  Both  techniques  are  also  discussed  in  KleiJnen  (1980,  pp. 
/3--79). 
69 .At2pe~,~l { !!_..A  Ei2T2p~: e  !'~5-!~2n_o,?2Etj_~ ci._.Reg ress  ~ on  Model 
(t)  Suppose  the  true  (unknown)  model  .is 
~_v  t  =  Bt.)  +  ~t  ×  +  e  t  --t 
with Normalty  Independently  Distributed  (NID)  noise: 
e  ,~  NID  (0,  0 2 ) 
-  e 
(l l)  The  true  model  is  estimated  (without  specification  error)  from  a  time 
series  (Yt'  xt)  with  t  T 1  =  { 1,  o o.,n}  : 
A 
Yt =  ~0  +  B I  xt  +  --tu  t  T  I 
with estimated  noise 
9 
u  ,~  N[D  (0,  o-) 
--t  u 
where 
*2  n 
o  =  Z 
LI 
l 
(Yt  -  Yt )2/(n-2) 
with 
Yt  =  BO  +  B1  xt 
(lii)  A  future  time  path  is  simutated  over  T2,  say  T 2  =  {n+l,...,n+5}  : 
+  u  t  T 2  Yt  =  B0  +  B I  ~t  --t 
A 
....  <o,  j2  u) 
70 and  ×t  (t  T 2)  being  kuown  (eaogenous)  input. 
(Iv)  If  ~mt  the  posterior  expectation  of,  say,  Yn+5 
replaced  by  the  following  procedure: 
is  desired  then  (ill)  is 
(a)  Sample  ~©  and  ~-I  from 
A  ^ 
where  the  parameters  of  this  multivariate  normal  distribution  follow  from  the 
regression  analysis  of  the  historical  time  series  (see  ii): 
^ 
=  (~'7)  -~ x'~ 
-I  ^2 
'2  =  (×'×)  o  "vL~  ~  ~  u 
(b)  Given  the  sample  (~0'  f~ I  )'  simulate  over  T  2: 
Y  t = f~O + ~I  x  t +  Et  t  T  2 
wile  re 
tit  ~  Nil)  (0,  ()) 
n  ~  ~  2. 
with  ~  -o2(8)u  ~  =  Z  (yt  -  Yt (~-~))  !(n-2) 
l  L~ 
aud  yt(~ )  =  13 0  +  6l  x t 
whe  re 
0 
( i  t). 
and ~  follow  from  (a),  and  not  from  step 
[ 
71 (,~)  ~e~,eat  (b)  r~ 1  tl,~s  (~~1  ~  1), 
(,I)  ),tel)e~tt.  (a)  n 2  t l)ae,s  (~2  >>  1). 
Note  that  commo~l  random  ~a~nbers should  not  be  used  when  sampling u  since  they 
Inflate  the  estimated  prior  mean.  Autithetic  variates  can  be  recommended  in 
step (c)  aboveo  See Kleijnen (1975)  for details° 
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